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Description Description 2024 EAST TO WEST Takoda 350TH, EAST TO WEST Takoda toy
hauler 350TH highlights: Dual Entry Doors 50" TV with a Fireplace 30" X 48"
Shower with Skylight Kitchen Pantry Garage In-Floor Storage Bath and a Half Your
friends and family will be begging you to take them with you camping in this
feature-packed fifth wheel! Once your toys are unloaded from the separate
garage, you can enjoy the 3-seasons door with tinted sliding windows and the rear
deck system with an awning and steps. Your guests can sleep here at night since
there is a drop-down queen bed, two happijac sofas, plus a loft with a ladder and
a 28" x 70" mat. There is even a half bath here for convenience! The main living
area will be a favorite place to visit together with its large sofa, 50" TV with a
fireplace, and spacious kitchen island with two stools. The chef of your group will
also love the additional counter space and deep-seated stainless steel farmhouse
sink, the GE Profile free-standing gas range and convection microwave/air fryer,
plus the 16 cu. ft. 12V French door refrigerator with a double drawer freezer.
Everyone can take turns cleaning up in the full bath towards the front, and you are
sure to enjoy the front private bedroom all to yourselves. Here, you'll find a king
bed slide out with bedside shelves and underbed storage, a dresser with TV prep,
plus a front wardrobe and a wardrobe with washer/dryer prep! With any Takoda
toy hauler fifth wheel by EAST TO WEST, you will be able to enjoy your RV for
years to come thanks to the durable materials that includes Dicor Tufflex PVC
roofing, a Crane Gold high-gloss gel coated fiberglass exterior, and 2" thick
double-welded aluminum framed construction. You will love how easy it will be to
bring your toys along with a Yamaha 5500 watt gas generator, two 30 gallon fuel
tanks with a pump station, and a 8' 6" wide-body chassis with drop-frame storage.
You will also find an 860 watt solar system outside, along with a universal all-in-
one docking station, 6-point hydraulic automatic leveling for easy set up, and
many more exterior conveniences. The Comfort Package will bring you just that
with a high-efficiency triple A/C system, a 40,000 BTU high-capacity furnace, 12V
heat pads on holding tanks, and dual attics vents. The interior also includes
oversized deluxe entrance doors, a seamless fiberglass shower, day and night
Slow Rise roller shades, plus vinyl flooring in the living area, kitchen, bath, and
bedroom; that's right, no carpet means easy cleaning! Sleeps 8 Slideouts 3
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2024 East To West Takoda 350TH $129,987
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 0FT787
VIN Number: 5ZT3TK0F0R9100787
Condition: New

Item address 9600 Ashville Hwy, 29349, Inman, South Carolina, United States
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